THE TECH

DEVELOP NEW CURE FOR RICKETS HERE

(Continued from page 6)

The Lounger

very good as an excuse, even on a foggy day. Five whirled around from his desk and said, "I don't care whether you put indignation or hypocrisis. You'll take P. T. this term and like it. Go see the Medical Department and don't bother me." - Hal

Mayer, one of the more hard-boiled instructors in the Tilling Materials Laboratory, who always expects the boys to understand his machinery right off, was somewhat bemused by the entire situation over at the local drug store. He spent nearly one-half hour there, staggered by several dependable observers—trying to find out just what makes the little penny-in-the-slot sandwichtop game go round. Maybe it was just another variation on the childhood playthings of his students, but he sure did look like a red nose of befuddlement. Ask him if he knows how the gadget works.

Walton Lunch Co.

From Table Reservations

Must be Made by Tuesday

Table reservations for the Junior Prom must be made during the signup campaign. The committee in charge states that there are a few good tables left and urges any planning to attend to make reservations as soon as possible.
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VARSITY BASKETBALL

TEAM WINS ANOTHER

Amenos. The Lafayette suddenly began functioning again and drew rather close, their attack being featured by the work of the center, Secord. Feustel followed, by twice getting the ball to drive it under the basket for easy scores. Then the entire Engineer team suddenly seemed to take on a new lease of life. Amo made a difficult shot, and Coffey dropped down the side of the court unmolested and scored with no Lowell man anywhere near him.

Johnson was a big help during this second half attack. He twice converted missed shots into scores, and once secured the ball off the opponents' backcourt. Feustel made three three-hitters, all of them on spectacular shots, before Coach McCleary sent in his second-stringers. Strong, of the substitutes, made the final Technology score, and Lowell made a few desperate long shots as the final whistle blew, with the scoreboard reading 40-23.

Saturday night he justified his play by making so missed shots into scores, and often secured the ball off the opponents' backcourt. Feustel made three three-hitters, all of them on spectacular shots, before Coach McCleary sent in his second-stringers. Strong, of the substitutes, made the final Technology score, and Lowell made a few desperate long shots as the final whistle blew, with the scoreboard reading 40-23.

Monday, February 17, 4:45 p.m., Room 4-270

Theoretical Seminar for Graduate Students:

Professor F. W. Sears.

Physical Society:


Wednesday, February 17, 9:00 p.m., Room 4-402

Theoretical Seminar for Graduate Students:

"Photographic Effect in Metals." Mr. R. C. Reeder.

Wednesday, February 17, 4:20 p.m., Room 4-270

Lecture on X-ray Scattering and Molecular Structure. Professor P. Dabry.
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Monday, February 15, 1922

From Table Reservations

Must be Made by Tuesday

Table reservations for the Junior Prom must be made during the signup campaign. The committee in charge states that there are a few good tables left and urges any planning to attend to make reservations as soon as possible.
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